This presentation was prepared by Sion Kim Harris, PhD, a research scientist with the
Center for Adolescent Substance Abuse Research at Boston Children’s Hospital, a
teaching hospital of Harvard Medical School.

After a decade of declines, marijuana use has started to go up among U.S.
teens and is now more prevalent than tobacco use. Therefore, it is critical to
understand the possible short- and long-term effects that marijuana smoking
during the teen years could have.
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This chart shows how marijuana use tends to rise and fall in an opposite,
mirror-like fashion relative to how much teens perceive a risk of harm from
using marijuana. Not surprisingly, the recent increases in marijuana use have
been accompanied by a steady decline in the percent of teens who perceive a
great risk of harm from regular marijuana use.
However, there is growing scientific evidence, particularly about how
marijuana affects the teen brain, that indicates that marijuana use during the
adolescent years may not be as benign as perceived by teens.
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Let’s start with the basics about how marijuana works in the brain.

Scientists over the years have discovered that the marijuana plant contains
hundreds of different chemicals which have been labeled “cannabinoids.” We
don’t know what they all do yet because the focus of research to date has
been on the chemical that was found to be the main cause of the
psychoactive effects of marijuana.
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The main psychoactive chemical in marijuana is called THC, and marijuana’s
potency and effects depend on how much THC it contains.
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The human brain is sensitive to marijuana because we are all born with
“cannabinoid” receptors on our brain cells to which THC binds. These receptors were
discovered when scientists were studying how marijuana worked in the brain. Other
psychoactive drugs also bind to receptors in our brain, such as heroin (opioid
receptors) and nicotine (nicotinoid receptors).
It turns out that cannabinoid receptors are one of the most common types of
receptors in the brain. So far, we know there are two main types of cannabinoid
receptors: CB1 receptors are located primarily in the brain, but they also are found in
blood vessels and heart cells; CB2 receptors are primarily located outside of the
brain, in the peripheral nervous system and glands. Since these receptors are so
widespread throughout the brain and body, marijuana can have a widespread effect
on the brain, heart, cardiovascular system, nervous system, reproductive system, and
immune system.
This slide shows where cannabinoid receptor sites (shown as pink dots) have been
found in the brain. They are plentiful in areas from the prefrontal cortex in the front
of the brain, to the cerebellum (coordination) and visual center in the back of the
brain, to the reward system, hippocampus (memory), hypothalamus (appetite, body
temperature, emotions, digestion, etc.), and thalamus (receives and relays sensory
information such as pain) in the middle of the brain.
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Why do we have cannabinoid receptors in our brain?
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First discovered in 1992, it turns out that our own brain produces some chemicals
(called endocannabinoids) that bind to the cannabinoid receptors. One of these
chemicals is called anandamide.
Essentially, THC and anandamide have some similarities in chemical structure which
is why THC can “fool” the brain by binding to the same receptors that anandamide
does. What does anandamide do?

Anandamide, along with the cannabinoid receptors, is part of what is now called the
brain’s “endocannabinoid system”. “Endo” refers to something from within our own
brain, like “endorphins.”
In recent years, there has been a tremendous amount of research to understand
what the endocannabinoid system does in our brain.
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To understand what the brain’s endocannabinoid system does, we have to first
explain a bit about how the brain works.
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We are able to think, move, sense, feel etc. because of the activity and interaction of
neurons in our brains. A typical adult brain has over 100 billion neurons.

Each neuron has a cell body (nucleus) with spiky projections (dendrites) and a long
stem (axon) which extends out to connect to other neurons so information can pass
from one neuron to the next. One neuron joins to another and communicates with it
through synapses. See next slide for a magnified image of the synapse and how it
works.
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If you magnify a single synapse, you’ll see that neurons don’t actually touch each
other. There is a fluid-filled space through which cells send chemical signals, called
neurotransmitters, which help one cell (the “sending” neuron) tell the next cell
(“receiving” neuron) what to do. These neurotransmitters are stored in pouches on
the sending cell. When an electrical signal comes down the axon of the sending cell,
that signal makes the cell dump a certain amount of a neurotransmitter into the
synaptic space. The neurotransmitter molecules then flow across to become
“docked” on receptor sites on the next neuron, like a key fitting into a lock, which
causes the receiving neuron to then send an electrical signal to the next neuron, and
so on. Some neurotransmitters excite the receiving neuron to send electrical signals
more often, and some inhibit the receiving neuron so that it sends signals more
slowly or not at all.
When the electrical signal ends, the neurotransmitter is quickly cleared out of the
synaptic space so that the receiving neuron doesn’t keep being stimulated.
It turns out that one of the major functions of the brain’s own endocannabinoid
system is to regulate how active neurons are and how much neurotransmitter they
release.
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The endocannabinoid system acts like the brain cell’s volume control dial. If the
volume or signal coming from one neuron gets too loud, the receiving neuron says
“whoa there!” and sends anandamide backwards through the synapse to turn the
volume down on that sending neuron.
So, the brain’s endocannabinoid system helps to regulate (monitor and control) how
active neurons are, and how much neurotransmitter gets released, including
neurotransmitters that affect pleasure, mood, pain, appetite, motivation, memory,
muscle activity, etc. (e.g., dopamine, serotonin, endorphins). Therefore, the
endocannabinoid system helps to keep brain cell activity in BALANCE, not underactive
(like in depression or ADHD) or overactive (like in epilepsy or post-traumatic stress
disorder).
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To use an analogy that a teen might appreciate, a healthy brain is like a high
performance race car. It’s a finely-tuned, sensitive instrument which you don’t want
overheating or getting slow from too much gunk in the engine.

We are also learning more and more about how important the endocannabinoid
system is in BRAIN DEVELOPMENT.
The endocannabinoid system is already present in the fetal brain and has been found
to help guide neuron growth so that they get to the right places in the brain for
correct function.
Also, because it helps to control neuron activity, it plays a major role in brain wiring –
that is, how brain cells “learn” whether to grow new synapses and connections to
other neurons. The more active neurons are, the stronger their connections get
(neurons that fire together, wire together). The less active neurons are, the weaker
their connections get, or the more they lose connections altogether.
Finally, the endocannabinoid system appears to play a role in the MYELINATION of
brain cells. After neurons grow to a certain point, myelin, a fatty white substance,
starts to wrap the long axons of neurons. This myelin sheathing on neurons acts like
insulation on an electrical wire, helping the electrical signal pass down the axon more
quickly and efficiently, therefore making communication across the brain more
efficient.
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The picture on the left shows an actual human brain scan from researchers at Mass
General Hospital showing just the myelinated neuron fibers connecting the front and
back of the brain and the two hemispheres. These are called “white matter tracts”
because of the myelin sheathing. These long “white matter tracts” could be thought
of as the brain’s “Information Superhighway” which carries information across
different parts of the brain (like an interstate highway system) so that we can carry
out complex functions which involve multiple brain areas.
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We now know that myelination, and therefore brain maturation, is not complete until the
mid-20’s. This chart shows 3-D reconstructed MRI images of the human brain across different
ages (age 5 on the far left to age 20 on the far right). The more BLUE or PURPLE the brain is,
the more the “gray matter” in the brain (unmyelinated neurons) has been taken over by
“white matter” (myelinated neurons). As you can see, myelination occurs throughout
adolescence, particularly in the front and side of the brain.
So, proper endocannabinoid system function is important for neuron growth, activity, and
connectivity, and therefore, for developing a brain that is efficient, balanced, and integrated.
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So, how does THC compare to anandamide, the chemical which our own brain
makes?
Well, both THC and anandamide dial down neuron activity, thereby changing the
amount of neurotransmitters released.
However, when THC binds to our cannabinoid receptors, it has a MUCH STRONGER,
LONGER effect on brain cell activity than anandamide. THC’s effect is like a
sledgehammer compared to the precision scalpel of anandamide.
By occupying those cannabinoid receptors, THC interferes with anandamide’s ability
to naturally protect and balance cell activity.
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With repeated THC exposure, brain cells start to adapt.
As mentioned before, a balance between inhibition and excitation of neuron activity
is important for proper brain functioning. Because THC changes the levels of
neurotransmitters in the brain, brain cells that get overstimulated by the effects of
THC start to compensate by scaling back the number of receptors (this is why you get
“tolerance” after repeated use of a substance, and this happens with all types of
substance use).
On the other hand, repeated THC exposure continually dampens down the activity of
many brain cells, causing there to be too much INHIBITION.

In response to this imbalance, the brain tries to compensate by making some cells
MORE excitable. When a regular marijuana smoker does not smoke, the inhibitory
effect of THC is not there, leaving some parts of the brain with too much excitation.
This is why we see marijuana withdrawal symptoms like… (next slide)
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…restlessness, anxiety, increased sensitivity or reactivity, difficulty falling and staying
asleep, etc. These withdrawal symptoms may not be as dramatic as what is seen for
opiate or alcohol withdrawal where people have physical pain, nausea, sweating,
cramps, etc. However, people in marijuana withdrawal do report substantial distress
over symptoms, particularly with difficulty sleeping, making it hard to quit.
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Many people today believe that marijuana is not addictive. Let’s look at the science…

One way that scientists examine whether a substance is potentially addictive is to see if
research animals given free access to it will continually self-administer it. In rat experiments,
rats were found to self-administer THC doses repeatedly, just as they do other addictive
substances like cocaine, heroin, and nicotine.

Also, THC has been found to increase dopamine release in the “reward” or pleasure
circuit of the brain, just like every other addictive drug. The brain’s reward circuit
evolved to motivate us to engage in behaviors that helped our species survive, such
as eating, sex, and social connection. Addictive drugs strongly stimulate this reward
circuit, giving a “counterfeit” pleasure.
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When looking nationally at statistics on why adolescents go into treatment for
substance abuse problems, compared to alcohol, heroin, cocaine, etc., substances
that everyone agrees are addictive, ….
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… marijuana accounts for more teens in substance abuse treatment than any of the
other substances combined.
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We now know that adolescent brains are different from adult brains. That is, their
brains are still developing, and are more “plastic” and adapt and learn faster than
adults. Does this make teens more vulnerable to developing an addiction than adults?
On this bar chart, the percentage of people developing marijuana dependence is
shown by their age of first use. As you can see, the risk of marijuana dependence
among those who started use before age 16 was over four times the risk (17% vs. 4%)
as those starting after 21 (after the brain has mostly matured). That’s 1 in 6 teens
who ever smoke marijuana develop addiction 3 out of 4 people in treatment for
marijuana dependence (adult or teen) started using marijuana before age 17.
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So, what else is affected by marijuana? This slide shows the various areas of the brain
that have a lot of cannabinoid receptors and what those brain areas help us to do.
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One area of the brain that is particularly sensitive to THC is the
hippocampus which is highlighted with a light blue outline on
this slide.
The hippocampus is critical for memory formation and retrieval.
It is also important for sleep regulation, and for calming down
our stress response. The hippocampus develops throughout
adolescence, and is one of the few areas in the brain where new
brain cells are generated throughout our lives.
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One well known effect of marijuana use is memory impairment. Scientists have found
that THC dampens down the activity of hippocampal neurons, below the level
needed to trigger the formation of a memory.
With chronic THC exposure, and therefore, continual suppression of hippocampal
neuron activity, the neurons start to lose connections to other neurons, making it
harder to form and retrieve memories.
Brain imaging studies have found that regular marijuana users actually have, on
average, smaller hippocampuses than non-users, and poorer memory performance.
While we all tend to lose neurons in the hippocampus as we age (which explains why
we have a harder time remembering and learning things as we get older), chronic
THC exposure will speed up this process. Scientists found that young rats exposed
daily to THC for 8 months showed the same level of hippocampal cell loss as
unexposed rats twice their age (Source: Marijuana Abuse, NIDA Research Report
Series, 2010).
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A limitation of many of the human brain imaging studies is that, because they
compared marijuana users and non-users at one point in time, we can’t tell whether
the differences found were caused by the marijuana use, or were already present
before people started to use marijuana.
This paper was just published in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences
describing the results of a remarkable prospective study examining the effects of
marijuana use on cognitive performance over many years.
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This study conducted in New Zealand followed almost 1000 participants from age 3
to 38. At age 13, before the vast majority had started marijuana use (only 7 had ever
tried it by age 13), all participants completed a comprehensive neuropsychological
assessment battery which included an IQ test, tests of executive functioning,
memory, processing speed, and others. Participants completed this same battery
when they were 38 years old. Marijuana use information was collected at all of the
assessment timepoints. The authors were then able to determine how marijuana use
affected neuropsych performance by comparing the change in individuals’ scores
between ages 13 and 38 across different levels of marijuana use.
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Here is what they found. This chart shows the change in IQ scores as represented by
the change in standard deviation units as a function of years of heavy marijuana use.
Positive numbers represent an increase in IQ scores, while negative numbers indicate
a decrease. The authors report finding a significant relationship between years of
marijuana dependence and change in IQ scores between ages 13 and 38, from almost
no change for participants who had never used marijuana, (from average IQ score
99.8 at 13 to 100.6 at 38), to a drop of nearly 6 points (99.7 to 93.9) among those
who were marijuana dependent at 3 or more of the 5 assessment timepoints.
They found this same pattern even after they controlled for potential confounding
factors such as alcohol, tobacco, and other drug use, as well as mental illness, and
years of education.
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They then looked at how IQ changed depending on the age at which marijuana
dependence started. They found that among those with 2 or more years of
dependence, those who started before age 18 tended to have bigger drops in IQ than
those who had started being dependent AFTER age 18.
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Another important finding is that among those who had quit using marijuana by age
38, those who had started using weekly before age 18 still showed a significant drop
in their IQ scores, while those who had started after age 18 showed no difference.
This study shows that regular marijuana use among adolescents under age 18, when
the brain is undergoing critical development, can have lifelong effects, even when
marijuana use is stopped in adulthood.
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Besides the evidence showing that marijuana affects memory and cognitive
performance, there is a growing body of evidence suggesting that marijuana may
increase risk for mental illness. The two reports shown on this slide summarize the
results of over three decades of research studies showing this link between marijuana
and later mental illness.

Several of these studies followed individuals from childhood (ages 6 or younger),
before marijuana use began, all the way into their late 20’s. So, they were able to
determine whether symptoms of mental illness were present BEFORE marijuana use
initiation, and perhaps contributed to individuals becoming marijuana users.
Even after controlling for the confounding effect of mental illness symptoms
preceding marijuana use, these studies showed an increased risk of developing
schizophrenia or mood disorders (depression, anxiety) in adulthood if individuals
regularly smoked marijuana during adolescence. The risk was particularly heightened
if there was any family history of mental illness (i.e., “genetics provided the loaded
gun and marijuana pulled the trigger”). Also, mental illness, among those at risk,
tended to show up earlier with marijuana use.
Why would marijuana use increase the risk for mental disorders?
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Remember those white matter tracts and how myelination happens throughout
adolescence? There are clues emerging from recent brain imaging studies that
suggest that alterations in white matter development among regular marijuana users
may be one contributing factor to the increased risk for mental illness.
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This slide shows the results of one such study. These are MRI scans of the corpus
callosum, the bundle of fibers connecting the two brain hemispheres, allowing the
two hemispheres to communicate and work in a coordinated way. Young adult males
who smoked marijuana daily (and started at an average age of 15 yrs) were scanned
along with age-matched non-users. All had low levels of alcohol use.
The different regions of the corpus callosum fibers are shown in bright colors on
these two scans. The circled area on the scan of the daily user (right) shows thinner
corpus callosum fibers than the scan of the non-user (left), indicating that there are
white matter integrity issues for the daily user.
Poorer communication across different parts of the brain that need to work together
for proper cognitive function may be one cause of cognitive disorders such as
schizophrenia.
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And indeed, imaging studies are finding that there are similar white matter problems
in the brains of people with schizophrenia and of regular marijuana users who started
using in adolescence. For example, this image is from another study which found
white matter alterations in the fibers linking the prefrontal regions of the two
hemispheres.
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A common belief about marijuana is that it does not impair driving. Again, let’s look
at the science…

Referring back to the slide that shows where cannabinoid receptors are in the brain,
you can see that vision, coordination, judgement, movement, memory are all
affected by THC. These are all, of course, important for driving.
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When researchers tested people’s performance during acute THC intoxication, they
tended to find that THC did impair attention, working memory, coordination, reaction
time, and visual perception.
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Recent national statistics show that, among fatally-injured drivers who were
randomly selected for drug-testing (excluding tobacco, alcohol, and medications
administered after the crash), more and more are testing positive. In 2009, the rate of
positive tests had increased to 1 in 3.
Among positive tests, [CLICK] marijuana was the most common drug found.
One caveat about marijuana is that the driver may not have been acutely intoxicated
at the time of the crash because marijuana takes longer to excrete from the body
than other drugs. Also, the driver may also have been using alcohol or other drugs in
addition to marijuana. However, a recent review1 of the studies to date on the
relationship between marijuana use and motor vehicle crashes found a generally
consistent increased risk (more than double) of crash involvement for marijuana
users, even after controlling for alcohol and other drug use. Also, this risk went up in
a dose-dependent way with the amount and frequency of marijuana use.
1

Li M-C, Brady JE, DiMaggio CJ, Lusardi AR, Tzong KY, Li G. Marijuana use and motor
vehicle crashes. Epidemiologic Reviews. 2012. 34:65-72.
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Finally, because there are cannabinoid receptors in brain areas and glands and organs
(testes, uterus) throughout the body involved in growth, pubertal development,
fertility, and reproductive hormones, marijuana use can affect all of these things.
Recent studies have found that regular marijuana before the age of 16 is associated
with shorter height, and daily use may elevate risk for testicular cancer for males.
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It is important to know that the marijuana of today is, on average, a lot more
potent than it was 20 years ago.
This chart shows the average THC content of thousands of samples of
marijuana products confiscated each year in the US. From 1993 to 2008, the
average THC potency of marijuana available in the USA more than doubled
from less than 4% to about 9%. Some samples tested in 2007 were found to
have as much as 37% THC!
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As THC content of marijuana increases, so does its potential to cause adverse effects
such as paranoia, anxiety and panic attacks, hallucinations, erratic mood swings and
aggressive behavior.
As you can see in the graph to the right, the number of young people showing up in
the emergency department for marijuana-related reasons has risen sharply in recent
years. In 2009, over 376,000 emergency room visits nationwide were caused by
marijuana use (The DAWN Report, Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services
Administration, 12/2010).
Also telling is the huge increase in calls to Poison Control Centers across the country
(from 13 calls in 2009 to 9,159 in 2011) by people having such adverse reactions after
using “synthetic pot” – plant material sprayed with chemicals developed in labs to
study the effects of THC. These chemicals mimic THC by binding to cannabinoid
receptors. However, these synthetic chemicals are typically 10 times more potent
than THC, which is why they cause more, and more severe, adverse reactions,
including heart attacks and seizures.

This slide shows a picture of marijuana samples being sold at a “medical marijuana”
dispensary in California. As you can see by the little white cards showing the percent
THC of each sample, “medical” marijuana is often even higher in THC content (12% or
higher) than the average “street” marijuana.

Currently, 16 states, plus the District of Columbia, have legalized “medical” marijuana.
There are as yet few research studies examining the effects of this policy on
adolescents. However, it is instructive to look at the experience of one state,
Colorado, which now has one of the most liberal marijuana policies in the nation.
Colorado voters approved the legalization of the use of marijuana for “debilitating
conditions” in Nov. 2000. These conditions included cancer, glaucoma, HIV/AIDS, or “a
chronic or debilitating disease or medical condition that produces cachexia (severe
loss of weight), persistent muscle spasms, seizures, or severe nausea or pain which,
in the physician’s professional opinion, may be alleviated by the medical use of
marijuana.”
However, it was not until July 2010 that the Colorado Medical Marijuana Code
allowing for the commercialization of medical marijuana dispensaries went into
effect. Since then, medical marijuana dispensaries have proliferated rapidly, and
aggressively market themselves. There is even a free iPhone app that makes it easy to
locate the nearest dispensary.
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These are pictures of advertisements for some dispensaries, now widely seen
throughout Colorado.
With their pictures of busty and scantily-dressed women, these advertisements are
likely targeting a particular segment of the Colorado population, one in which rates of
cancer, HIV/AIDS, glaucoma, or wasting disease are usually low.
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And sure enough, according to statistics from the Colorado Medical Marijuana
Registry, the majority of medical marijuana card holders are male, under 45 years old,
and without a history of chronic illness.
Also, the overwhelming majority (94%) of card holders cite “severe pain” as the
reason for use, compared to only 3% for cancer or 17% for muscle spasms.
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The establishment of the commercial dispensary system in CO resulted in a huge
increase in the number of applications for a medical marijuana card. As shown on this
graph, there were triple the number of applications for a medical marijuana card in
the two years since dispensaries started (over 130,000), compared to the total
number over the entire prior 10 years (about 43,000).
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Curiously, the Colorado Department of Education also saw a steep increase in the
number of drug-related school suspensions and expulsions starting between 2009
and 2010, right when the dispensary system started.
While it is difficult to determine cause and effect since the increase may be
influenced by other factors, such as other drug use trends or stricter enforcement,
there are other indications that greater availability of marijuana through the
dispensary system is impacting teen behavior and attitudes.
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Dr. Christian Thurstone, a pediatrician in Denver CO, and his colleagues recently published a study
reporting that, in a sample of 80 adolescents receiving substance abuse treatment, of whom 91% were
in treatment specifically for marijuana, half reported having gotten marijuana from someone with a
medical marijuana license. Those obtaining marijuana from licensed users and those not were nearly
identical in terms of demographics. None of them had their own medical marijuana license.
The bar graph on the right compares the perceptions and behavior of teens in this study in the two
groups (“Obtained from licensed users (LU)” vs. “Never from LU”) As you can see, teens that obtained
marijuana from licensed users were twice as likely to say that marijuana was very easy to access, and
50% more likely to be near-daily users (more than 20 times a month), compared to teens who had
never gotten marijuana from a licensed user. They also had more overall problems arising from their
substance use.
This November, Massachusetts voters will likely be faced with the question of whether to allow the
establishment of 35 “medical” marijuana dispensaries in this state. This ballot initiative would allow
licensed individuals ages 25 and older to obtain up to an undefined 60-day supply. Massachusetts
already has one of the highest rates of marijuana use among teens in the country (43% ever, 28% in
past month [Source: CDC Youth Risk Behavior Survey, 2011]). Based on the experience of Colorado,
dispensaries would likely make marijuana even more accessible to Massachusetts teens, and result in
more substance abuse and mental/physical health problems among our youth, as well as greater costs
for Massachusetts as a whole.

Finally, I’d like to address the issue of marijuana and respiratory health. Many people
perceive marijuana smoking to be less harmful than tobacco smoking. In fact,
“medicalizing” marijuana has led people to view smoking marijuana as an
appropriate “medical” therapy for a variety of health problems.
This slide shows a published journal article reporting on the results of a scientifically
rigorous comparison of the contents of marijuana and tobacco smoke. While this
study did not test how the two different types of smoke, when inhaled, actually
affected human lung tissue, it did analyze the contents of each type of smoke.

What the researchers found was that marijuana smoke contained most of the same
cancer-causing chemicals, and as much tar, as tobacco smoke.
Marijuana smokers are actually exposed to more of these chemicals per puff than
tobacco smokers because tobacco cigarettes typically have filters through which
smokers inhale, whereas marijuana joints do not. Also, marijuana smokers tend to
inhale and hold the smoke in their lungs longer than cigarette smokers.
There have been few studies to date of the relationship between marijuana smoking
and lung cancer. Isolating the effect of marijuana smoking from tobacco smoking is
difficult since many people engage in both. However, a number of studies have
looked at the rates of respiratory problems among marijuana smokers, after
controlling for tobacco use.
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These studies have generally found that regular marijuana smokers report more of a
range of common respiratory health issues, and more days sick than non-users,
regardless of whether they smoked cigarettes.

To summarize, here are 5 critical take-home points for parents and teens about
marijuana use during adolescence.
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Here is an excellent guide for parents in how to help protect teens from alcohol and
other drugs. It was developed by the Massachusetts Department of Public Health in
collaboration with Dr. John R Knight, a pediatrician, and director and founder of the
Boston Children’s Hospital Center for Adolescent Substance Abuse Research
(CeASAR). It is available for free download at the address given above.
Also, please go to our website www.ceasar-boston.org for more information about
CeASAR and our research.
To learn more about the effort to stop the establishment of “medical” marijuana
dispensaries in Massachusetts, and to find ways to help, please go to the website of
the Massachusetts Prevention Alliance (www.mapa.org).
Thank you.
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